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Hierarchical matrices The Hierarchical Matrix forma [18, 17, 19] is a so called data sparse storage
scheme for a class of densely populated matrices that allows storage and application in linear-polylogarithmic complexity.
GPU Computing: CUDA vs. OpenCL Currently there is no clear standard for the programming model
in applications involving graphics processing units (GPUs). Nvidia as one of the most important hardware
manufacturers is pushing their C language extension CUDA, while AMD/ATI as their competitor is following
the general OpenCL framework that in principle allows to be applied for arbitrary accelerator devices.
Sparse Matrices on GPUs I: The ELLR-T storage format The storage of sparse matrices on GPUs is
especially difficult. The ELLR-T storage format[24, 25] is one possible way to overcome the drawbacks of
the classic sparse storage formats.
Sparse Matrices on GPUs II: The Interleaved CRS storage format The interleaved CRS format[21] is
another sparse storage format tailored for the special structure of the hardware model of modern GPUs.
MATLAB® I: The GPU computing toolbox GPU computing has also arrived in MATLAB. This talk is
giving an overview of the capabilities and limitations of the corresponding toolbox.
MATLAB II: The parallel computing toolbox The parent toolbox of all parallel computation approaches
that go beyond multicore computing in MATLAB. Again features and limitations will be presented.
Scientific Computing in Python I & II With the introduction of a proper n-d Array by the NumPy[12]
Package the foundation for efficient scientific computations in Python was established. Today a huge number of packages is available including, but not limited to SciPy[14], matplotlib[10], mpi4py[11]. Also sophisticated MATLAB alternatives like the Scientific PYthon Development EnviRonment (spyder)[13] make
it possible to write high performance numerical codes avoiding costly licenses and still benefiting from a
certain abstraction compared to programming in C, C++, or Fortran.
Cache coherent Non-Uniform Memory Access (architecture/difficulties/tools) Non-uniform memory
access[22, 16] has become an important topic in modern scientific computing with the introduction of
multicore CPUs. Those CPU often share certain levels in the Cache hierarchy among a number of Cores
and others are exclusive to single cores. To ensure data efficient implementation of algorithms additional
measures have to be taken.

GreenHPC: Environmentally Responsible Supercomputing Todays largest supercomputers have an
energy consumption that requires them to be located next to huge power plants. The ever increasing
demand for computing power has raised the energy consumption to a more than critical level. Over the
recent few years the Green500[6] list has introduced a new ranking of supercomputers that takes their
energy consumption into account. Energy measurement metric and power saving methodologies[5] today
play an important role for many super computing centers.
Vector units on modern CPUs Since about 5 years it is no longer possible to increase the clock rate of
a processor without consuming unacceptably much energy, or getting into trouble with the signal-runtime.
One way to increase the performance of a CPU is to do many operations in parallel. The lowest level
parallel operations are directly implemented in the CPU as vector units, such as MMX, SEE2, AVX or AltiVec. They can be exploited in optimized program code and compilers [16, 1, 20, 3] or assembly language.
Knowing how to use these vector units optimally is a key ingredient to every scientific computing code.
Parallel Finite Elements Many tasks in modern finite element method (FEM) analysis of physical processes in the sciences can be treated on single desktop machines. However the increasing power of
FEM software is accompanied with an ever increasing demand of detail knowledge on the scientists side.
Therefor, specialized techniques for the treatment of modern scientific problems on distributed parallel
machines, such as Linux clusters, have been pursued over the years. [15]
Profiling & Debugging Finding memory leaks or analyzing code that has strange/unexpected behavior
are two of the most time consuming tasks in software engineering. Debuggers support the programmer in
analyzing memory access of a program, running a program step by step or viewing variables and internal
data structures during the runtime [2, 23, 8]. Some of them are able to detect problems with respect to
parallel parts in the program too. On the other hand, profilers allows to detect correct but slow and badly
implemented code. Some of these tools are able to give hints how the programs can be improved to get
a more efficient implementation [4, 7, 9]. Both categories of tools are the swiss-army-knifes in scientific
programming to get a correctly working and efficient program.
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